Being one of the largest alcoholic drink
producers in our country, we are just humble
keepers of the centuries old secret recipes passed
on to us from the previous generations of spiritmakers. Hence our passion for excellence is not
just our philosophy - it is a commitment to our
heritage. So, whether you are an entrepreneur
seeking for new business opportunities or a
customer wondering about novel products, our
promise to you is satisfaction, as history itself
shaped and perfected the taste of every drink
we produce. But it's not just about the taste, it
is about the story that each of our drinks
carries within...

1858:

1991:

Count Ignatyeff, the
Adjutant General of the
Russian Imperial Army,
establishes the distillery.
That's when the "Kalkuni"
story begins.

Latvia becomes independent. Six
years from now the factory will
pass into private ownership of
Joint Stock Company "Pallada".

1890s:
The popularity of "Kalkuni"
products spreads across the
boundaries of the entire
Russian Empire. After the
consumer recognition comes
the official acclaim by the
industry representatives as
evidenced by numerous
awards at exhibitions in
Moscow, Riga, and Saint
Petersburg.

1999, 2001:
Bronze prizes at the
International "Riga Food"
Exhibition.

2004:
As Latvia joins the European
Union, the products enter
European markets with
successful partnerships in
Germany and the UK.

1918—1940:

2008:

During the period of the first
Latvian Republic, the distillery
passes into private ownership
of Karyakin, a well-known
entrepreneur of the time, who
continues to build on the good
name of the factory.

The acquisition of "Kalkuni"
distillery by the LLC "Trevors"
marks the beginning of a new
era in the distillery's history.
Complete renovation of the
factory, from the
refurbishment of the factory
buildings to the installation of
the brand new manufacturing
equipment allows the company
to continue its strong high
quality spirits-making
traditions....

1941—1991:
The Soviet era. The factory
gains state-level significance,
supplying spirits to all corners
of the entire USSR.

…and so the story goes on.

About Us:
•

The territory of 3,54 hectares

•

Local railway

•

2 filling lines

•

Capacity 6000 bottles per hour

•

Silver filtration

•

HACCP (self-monitoring system of quality)

•

Excise warehouse

Vodka

Sotočka

Hlebnaja Classic

Pšeņičnaja

Hlebnaja Nr.2

Gubernators

(Sotochka)

(Hlebnaya Classic)

―Sotochka‖ is a special glass,
which contains one drink and
is equivalent to hundred
grams, the traditional
measurement for Russian
vodka drinkers. Vodka for
any company.

Those who value classical taste
of vodka will appreciate
Hlebnaja Classic for its smooth
and genuine purity. For this
premium vodka, we use the
highest quality grain spirit and
freshly purified water. Multiple
silver filtrations leave nothing
but the perfectly clear and
mild taste.

Vol: 40%

Vol: 40%

Vol: 40%

Vol: 40%

Vol: 40%

Available in:
0,2L 0,5L 0,7L 1,0L

Available in:
0,2L 0,5L 0,7L

Available in:
0,2L 0,35L 0,5L 0,7L 1,0L

Available in:
0,2L 0,5L 0,7L

Available in:
0,5L

(Pshenichnaya)

Fortunately, the 19th century
This strong, yet smooth, vodka
Hlebnaja Nr.2 is flavoured
recipe has reached us, and we
tells a story of a generous
vodka, which keeps the secret
can enjoy the drink, which
wheaten field nourished under
of the centuries-old traditions
the soft Latvian sun. Multiple of Latvian masters of fine spirit was at the dinner table of each
governor. Fresh and smooth
silver filtration process allows us
making. Multiple silver
taste as well as crystal-purity
to reach maximum purity to
filtration process is used to
of vodka «Gubernators»
reveal the delicate and complex reveal the harmonious softness
combines the strength and
taste of this vodka.
of this vodka with a gentle
power. Enjoying this drink,
touch of rye bread flavour.
you can enjoy the atmosphere
of that time ...

Vodka
Bogatirskaja
The strength and power of the
«bogatirej» (russian warriors), as we
know, appeared in Russian land. Grain,
from which is prepared vodka
«Bogatirskaja» is grown on Russian soil
and it has absorbed all her might. Feel
the heady heroic power!
Vol: 40%
Available in:
0,5L

Donskaja
During the reign of Prince Dmitry
Donskoy Moscow adopted its leading
position in the Russian land, Russia was
freed from the Mongol-Tatar yoke ...
Vodka «Donskaja» prepared by the
classical technology of Russian vodka, it
has pure vodka aroma, mild taste and
tells people Russian history.
Vol: 40%
Available in:
0,5L

Brandy

Amazonia

Magelan

Berings

The lingering taste of this
amber-coloured brandy tells
its story slowly revealing the
energy of sun-nourished
grapes with the freshness of
soft woody notes. So, take a
moment and enjoy this
delicate story with a gentle
two-minute finish.

In every sip of this brandy,
a strong wood and spice
burst yields to a complex
interplay of vanilla and
honey with a delicate fruity
touch. This is an energetic
and vibrant story of grapes,
nourished by the French
sun.

Mild notes of smoky wood,
grape and rose – this is just
a sneak peak of the
exuberant aroma palette of
this rich brandy prepared
from the genuine French
cognac spirit.

Vol: 36%

Vol: 38%

Vol: 36%

Available in:
0,2L 0,5L 0,7L

Available in:
0,2L 0,35L 0,5L

Available in:
0,2L 0,5L 0,7L

Bitter Infusions
Zveroboj rūgtais Zveroboj rūgtais

(Zveroboy rugtais)

When nature and
history come into play,
something truly
exceptional is created.
That is why we keep
the recipe of this
drink, inherited from
our ancestors,
unchanged. In this
infusion, we use freshly
dried St. John’s wort
to create a bold,
slightly burning taste
with a vibrant,
enduring finish.
Vol: 38%
Available in:
0,2L 0,5L

(Zveroboy rugtais)
When nature and
history come into
play, something truly
exceptional is
created. That is why
we keep the recipe of
this drink, inherited
from our ancestors,
unchanged. In this
infusion, we use
freshly dried St.
John’s wort to create
a bold, slightly
burning taste with a
vibrant, enduring
finish.
Vol: 38%
Available in:
0,2L 0,5L

Spirits

Berings

Kolumbs

Victoria

Mild notes of smoky wood,
grape and rose – this is
just a sneak peak of the
exuberant aroma palette of
this rich brandy prepared
from the genuine French
cognac spirit.

A powerful burst of spice and
wood, leading into a lasting
finish of competing smoke,
vanilla and nutty flavours
will fascinate those who
prefer their drinks rich… and
their stories vibrant.

On the palate, one can
distinguish light notes of roses,
vanilla and blackcurrant. This
fine gold-coloured spirit is ideal
for sipping due to its
smoothness and long-lasting
finish.

Vol: 38%

Vol: 38%

Vol: 36%

Available in:
0,2L 0,5L

Available in:
0,2L 0,35L 0,5L 0,7L

Available in:
0,2L 0,35L 0,5L 0,7L

Coolers

Extra

Blue Shag

Rexe

Add some colour to your parties. With
a variety flavours to choose from,
Extra will satisfy every taste. Whether
its cranberry, grapefruit, gin-tonic,
rum-cola, or lemon, these flavours will
make your stories more vibrant.

After trying just once, these cocktails will be an
integral part of any of your parties! Rich color
palette combined with good taste will impress
even the most demanding person. Feel the hot
sun, blue wave and the state of flight in one sip .

Vol: 14%

Vol: 5,5%

Reveal the energy of fruits and
berries in every sparkle of Rexe
coolers. With their playful
blends, Cranberry Lady,
Jamaica Pub and Londoner
Tonic will revive your parties
making them truly
unforgettable.

Available in:
0,275L

Available in:
0,275L

Vol: 12%

Available in:
0,275L

Private Label

Marc de Richy
The result of another cooperation, became
a liquor «Marc de Richy.». We turned to
an old recipe of Canadian artists, having
a unique drink with a pleasant, unique
and smooth taste. The basis for the liquor
was imported from Canada in oak barrels
whiskey, and also absorbed by the earth
and the sun's energy honey, collected on
Latvian apiaries, which gives the drink a
pleasant aroma and unforgettable
taste. This drink will make your story
even better!
Vol: 40%
Available in:
0,7L

Susiedu

Karžygiu

Our successful collaborations gave
birth to numerous private labels that
we have developed for our partners.
One of such products is vodka
Susiedu (translated as Neighbours’),
which was designed specifically for
Lithuanian market in response to
consumer wants.

Specially designed technology,
at the request of the Lithuanian
partners, gives this vodka a nice
vodka aroma and pleasant
aftertaste. Vodka Karzhigyay,
feel like a hero!

Vol: 40%

Vol: 40%

Available in:
0,2L 0,35L 0,5L 0,7L

Available in:
0,2L 0, 5L 0,7L

Private Label

Тройка

Kok4iks

Царский выбор

Сибирская

Another project, which was
developed specially for our
partners, vodka "Troika" is made
based on the classic Russian recipe,
applying high-quality drinking
water, which took silver filtration.
Due to this, the drink has a soft
and pleasant taste.

Kok4iks is another example of
a product developed specifically
for our partners. The 80’sdisco-style label design is
reflective of the dreamy blends
of fruit flavours of these
coolers.

This drink, designed for our
partners, is in line with our
philosophy – original recipe,
unique taste, and the highest
quality of every ingredient that
we use.

Silver water filtration makes
vodka "Siberian" very pleasant
and even refreshing. You can
feel frosty freshness and clean
air in every bottle! The feeling
of closeness of nature adds you
the Siberian health!

Vol: 40%

Vol: 5%, 14%

Vol: 38%

Vol: 40%

Available in:
0,5L

Available in:
0,275L

Available in:
0,2L 0,5L

Available in:
0,5L

(Trojka)

(Tsarskiy vibor)

(Sibirskaja)

Contact Information
HEADQUATERS ADDRESS :
Kandavas iela 2-1A,
Daugavpils,
LV-5401,
Latvia
FACTORY OFFICE CONTACT
INFORMATION :

Komunālā iela 100,
Kalkūne,
Kalkūnes pagasts,
Daugavpils novads,
LV-5449,
Latvia
tel/fax:
(+371)654 74 788
email: info@trevors.lv

Let`s make our story together …

